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What is Quick Suite?

Quick Suite is a collection of my best software:
Quick Launch ‘97 & Quick IT
Win Protect
Quick Folders
The Themes Installer
Cpu Test
Win Keep Keys



Quick Launch ‘97 & Quick IT (SHAREWARE)

Quick Launch ‘97 and Quick IT are the same executable. Starting Quick Launch you execute also Quick IT, 
however with the version 1.23 Quick IT can also start with the new interface that not use Quick Launch.
The new interface use the Windows ‘95 SysTray featured.
The SysTray is the part of the Task Bar used by software as mixer or clock.
For default this version start with the new interface.

But what is Quick IT? Do you know what are the Post-IT? It’s the same!



Win Protect (SHAREWARE)

Win Protect is another interesting software that able to protect all Win 32 software (16 bit version is today 
ready).
The version included fully functionality.
Actualy there are some bugs in the Protect interface (no problemo in protect files), but the version 1.0 (today 
ready) is realy bug free! However you can use this version without limitation for 60 days.



Quick Folders (FREEWARE)
Do you use often some folders? It is time to install Quick Folders, another Win ‘95 software!
Quick Folders is not yet complete: if you find one or more bug please adress me any suggest.



The Themes Installer (SHAREWARE)
For all people that don’t want buy Plus! (as me) an excellent themes installer.



CPU TEST (FREEWARE)
The only one Dos software, included only for homesickness of my old software (sniff).
However try this micro bench maker, today one of the most interesting software that i created.



WIN KEEP KEY (NOT INCLUDED YET)

Do you want to stole a password? Win Keep Key store the keyboard status in a file and able to bypass any 
security sistem in a computer.
If your interested in trying this software ask me one of these versions:

Dos
Win 16
Win 32s
Win ‘95

i need some beta tester !



WARNING
All my software are tested in Win ‘95 envirement, if somebody will try any of these under Win NT please 
adress me the result.
The software that i create run perfectly under 486, Pentium ® or Pentium Pro ® processor. In future i will 
release an optimized version for Pentium Pro ®. However i cannot test the new MMX sistems. If you find 
some bug in this kind of processor adress me your configuration and i’ll try to debug.

For any kind of suggest ...

Brutto Vanni
Via Vasche, 36
35030 Vo’ (PD)

Italy

tel. (039 off Italy) 049-9940220

I’m afraid i haven’t e-mail.

I want to apologize with all English people, i don’t know English very well.


